3.2. Survey Findings
The findings of the questionnaire are presented in the next five sub-sections of the report.
Discussion of the findings has been structured so as to address a suite of questions central
to the angling participation component of the project. These questions are:
•
•
•
•

What is the nature of angling participation?
How is angling structured as a social activity?
What benefits to individuals receive as a result of angling participation?
How does angling benefit the wider community?

The findings also explore the attitudes and perceptions held by respondents toward a range
of issues likely to impact upon the future of angling in England and Scotland.
To supply the reader with some background statistical information about the questionnaire
respondents, a boxed section entitled Catch of the Day (see adjoining page) has been
included in the body of the report. It contains a brief overview of selected demographic and
angling behaviour data.
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Catch of the Day: Who Completed a Questionnaire?
This section summarises the angling and demographic characteristics of the sample in order to
contextualise the findings that follow. A more complete set of this type of data, presented as tables
and figures, appears in Appendix B of this report.
The key demographic characteristics of the sample were as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Respondents were predominantly male (n=1,943 of 1,992, or 97.5%);
Respondents had a mean age of 48.9 years (n=1,991). The minimum age was 12 years and
maximum age was 103 years;
Approximately two-thirds of the respondents were married (n=1,298 of 1,980, or 65.6%) and a
similar proportion had no dependent children (n=1,239/1,963, or 63.1%);
A little over 50% of respondents (n=990 or 1,965, or 50.4%) were employed full time, with a
further 20.2% (n=397) retired; and
The mean annual household income was £51,137, while the mode and median values were
£30,000 and £34,000 per annum respectively.

The key angling characteristics were as follows:
•
•

•
•
•

In terms of the form of angling that respondents were most interested in, 59.4% said Coarse
Angling (n=1,422), 25.6% said Game Angling (n=612) and 15.0% said Sea Angling (n=358);
On an angling skill level scale comprising Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced, Expert and PostExpert levels, exactly 50% of respondents described themselves as Advanced (n=1,202 of
2403);
The mean number of days per year that respondents went angling was 58 days. The mode
number of days was 30 and the median number of days was 43;
The majority respondents said they spent most of their time angling in England (n=2,015 of
2,403, or 83.9%); and
In terms of location most frequently fished, respondents nominated a highly diverse range of
places spread across England and Scotland, although Reading (England) received the most
references (n=20 of 1,716, or 1.1%).
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3.3. The Nature of Angling Participation
3.3.1. Participation by Age
Table 1 and Figure 1 (see below) display the age of respondents grouped into six age
categories and compared according to coarse, game and sea angling types. Viewing the
age category data as displayed in Figure 1 it is apparent that the distribution of age for each
type of angling was, for the most part, very similar. As age categories for each type of
angling increased, so too did the proportion of respondents – except for the final age
category (“More than 59 years”), where there was an observable decrease for coarse and
sea angling respondents but a continued increase for game angling respondents. In fact, the
proportion of game angling respondents over 59 years of age was greater than 30% - the
highest age category proportion for the entire dataset. This finding corresponds with results
from the Environment Agency’s Our Nation’s Fisheries report, where game anglers were
found to have the highest average age of all anglers.
Table 1: Cross-tabulation of Age Category with Type of Angling (n=2000)
Sea
Angling
Count

Game
Angling
Count

Coarse
Angling
Count

Less than 20 years

7

6

27

20-29 years

19

24

97

140 (7%)

30-39 years

53

68

181

302 (15%)

40-49 years

77

112

294

483 (24%)

50-59 years

82

151

340

573 (29%)

More than 59 years

49

157

256

462 (23%)

Grand Total

287

518

1195

2000

Age Category

Total (%)

40 (2%)

Figure 1: Proportion of Angling Type by Age Category (%)

Change in trend
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Less than 20
years

20-29 years

Sea Angling

30-39 years

40-49 years

Game Angling

50-59 years

More than 59
years

Coarse Angling
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3.3.2. Participation by Income
In Figure 2, household income data from the sample appears in eight ordered categories,
ascending in portions of £10,000. Like the previous section, data has been grouped
according to coarse, game and sea angling respondents. Figure 2 illustrates that the three
types of angling recorded fairly similar proportion distributions. Each has a noticeable peak
in either the “£20,000 to £29,999” or “£30,000 to £39,999” income category, followed by a
constant decrease in proportion over the next three categories. The final income category,
“£70,000 and above”, recorded a small increase in proportion for coarse and sea angling
respondents and a rather sharp increase for game angling respondents.
The significance of the increase in proportion of game angling respondents in the highest
income category is conveyed by the contrasting gradients of the linear trend lines in Figure
2. The game angling trend line has a positive gradient, suggesting increasing proportions as
the level of income category rises, whereas the coarse angling and sea angling trend lines
show negative gradients, suggesting decreasing proportions as the level of income category
rises. The difference in income between game anglers and other anglers as conveyed by the
data will be examined further as part of ongoing work for this research project.
Figure 2 Proportion of Type of Angling by Household Income Category (%)
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Less than
£10,000

3.3.3.

£10,000 to
£19,999

£20,000 to
£29,999

£30,000 to
£39,999

£40,000 to
£49,999

£50,000 to
£59,999

£60,000 to £70,000 and
£69,999
above

Sea Angling

Game Angling

Coarse Angling

Linear(Sea Angling)

Linear(Game Angling)

Linear(Coarse Angling)

Participation by Range of Activities

Conventional representations of angling participation tend to focus, quite understandably, on
the physical actions associated with the act of ‘going angling’, such as buying a rod licence,
travelling to a fishing location, casting a line or reeling in a fish. These representations are
undeniably central to angling participation; however, it is equally important that such
representations are extended to more accurately represent the diverse ways through which
individuals engage with angling. Monitoring river fly populations, mentoring young people or
maintaining a club website are useful examples of how people participate in angling in ‘other’
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ways. Cultivating a deeper understanding of what constitutes angling participation will help
identify the contributions that angling makes to personal, communal and environmental
health and wellbeing, and better inform those responsible for programmes, funding and
policies that relate to personal and community development.
Table 2 is a cross-tabulation of participation data concerning activities associated with
angling (i.e. those activities/responsibilities related to angling but not actually encompassing
the act of angling itself) with type of angling data. “Buying/reading angling books and
magazines” recorded the highest proportion of all responses (82.8%), while “watching
angling-related television and films” was also very popular (75.5%). Indeed, it could be
argued that the introduction of pay television and the expansion of free-to-air television in the
UK – and the subsequent need for more content on these new channels– have resulted in
more opportunities for anglers to watch angling programs than ever before.
“Preparing and maintaining tackle and rigs” was another popular activity (76.8% of all
responses); however, this result was caused by higher response levels from coarse angling
(85%) and sea angling (87%) respondents compared to game angling respondents (52%).
Game angling respondents were more involved in paid employment (11% compared to 6%
for coarse and sea anglers) and more involved in environmental and habitat improvement
projects (38% compared to 20%). The latter result is undoubtedly influenced by the habitats
where some sea fishing and coarse fishing takes place – for example, anglers improving the
habitat of a canal or a deep-sea reef may be impossible, irrelevant, or both!.
Game angling respondents were also slightly more involved in teaching or mentoring other
anglers (29% compared to 20%). This result was surprising, as coarse angling is the type of
angling more widely associated with coaching, taster days and initiatives involving young
people. For example, of the 15 Get Hooked on Fishing projects described in the Angling and
Young People interim report, 13 concentrate on coarse angling. Sea angling respondents
were slightly more involved in reading or contributing to electronic media, such as websites,
blogs and discussion boards (67% compared to 58% (coarse) and 56% (game)).
There were a number of expected differences between coarse, game and sea angling
respondents given the methods commonly employed in the practice of coarse, game or sea
angling. Most notably:
i.

ii.

The collection and preparation of bait was more strongly associated with coarse and
sea angling respondents (60% and 56% respectively) than game angling
respondents (15%); and
The tying of flies was an activity much more widely practiced by game angling
respondents (68%) compared to coarse (10%) or sea (17%) angling respondents.
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Table 2: Cross-tabulation of Angling Activities with Type of Angling (n=2392)
Theme

Tackle &
Bait

Media

Coarse
Angling

Game
Angling

Sea
Angling

Count (%)

Count (%)

Count (%)

Tying your own flies

136 (10%)

415 (68%)

61 (17%)

612 (25.6%)

Preparing and maintaining tackle and rigs

1206 (85%)

319 (52%)

312 (87%)

1837 (76.8%)

Collecting/preparing and maintaining your own
bait

857 (60%)

89 (15%)

200 (56%)

1146 (47.9%)

Buying/reading angling books and magazines

1183 (83%)

507 (83%)

290 (81%)

1980 (82.8%)

Watching angling-related television and films

1100 (77%)

428 (70%)

277 (77%)

1805 (75.5%)

824 (58%)

342 (56%)

240 (67%)

1406 (58.8%)

291 (20%)

232 (38%)

70 (20%)

593 (24.8%)

Teaching and mentoring other anglers

282 (20%)

177 (29%)

71 (20%)

530 (22.2%)

Attending angling club meetings or undertaking
angling club business

609 (43%)

299 (49%)

135 (38%)

1043 (43.6%)

Paid employment in an angling-related field

87 (6%)

69 (11%)

21 (6%)

177 (7.4%)

I do not take part in any of these activities

19 (1%)

8 (1%)

3 (1%)

30 (1.3%)

Other (please specify in the text box below)

78 (5%)

51 (8%)

31 (9%)

160 (6.7%)

1,422

612

358

2392

Activities

Reading and/or contributing to angling blogs,
internet discussion boards and websites
Contributing to environmental or aquatic habitat
conservation projects
Voluntary

Economic

Answered question

Count of All
Responses (%)

Comments made by respondents in the “Other” response category (n=160) demonstrate the
extent of activities that could be considered part of angling participation. Thirty of the mostfrequently appearing themes from analysis of these comments (there were 86 themes in
total) appear in Figure 3 – a word cloud that uses size of words to signify their frequency.
The content of Figure 3 shows that club themes were present in the highest number of
comments (26). Many club-themed comments mentioned voluntary responsibilities such as
committee positions, organising competitions, maintenance of club waters and bailiff duties
(most of which appear in the word cloud in their own right). Activities involving writing about
angling was the next most frequently occurring theme (21 comments). The content of
writing-themed comments included non-paid writing, such as producing blogs about angling,
along with contract-based writing work, such as providing a column for a newspaper or
magazine. Some examples of club and writing themed responses appear below:

[I] organise club matches every Sunday. (no details given)
I am a river bailiff for my club. (52-year old male)
I am secretary of our local club and spend approx 6-10 hours per week preparing and
organising (42-year old male)

I get £25 per week from Archant for weekly column. (71-year old male)

[I] write a monthly column for local newspaper. (52-year old female)
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Figure 3: Word Cloud of Angling Activities

Count of themes appearing: club (26), writing (21), making (13), committees (11), website (11) [...] youth (3).

Other prominent angling activities to appear in respondent comments included positions held
on committees (11 comments) and boards (4 comments), such as Scottish Fishery Boards
and Environment Agency committees. Thirteen comments referred to some involvement in
making angling-related items for personal use or to give or sell to others, such as building a
boat, producing angling-related art and making rods, lures and floats.
There were also a number of instances where respondents spoke about contributing to
programmes and initiatives with the potential to have wider community and environmental
benefits, such as pond development, running charity groups, environmental rehabilitation
work and mentoring/assisting other anglers. Examples of such comments appear below:

I have created a number of lakes and ponds as environmental projects of my own account.
(55-year old male)

My friend who is disabled requires lots of help with mobility as well as some tasks such as setting up
rods, mixing ground bait, some more difficult casting and help netting fish so I am part-mentor and parthelper.
(62-year old male)

[I am involved with] running a charity for adults with mental health problems.
(32-year old male)

[I contribute to] work parties for club waters - river and lake.
(50-year old male)
Exploring the ‘lived experience’ of these activities, and how each activity – to varying
degrees – can contribute to personal or community development, will be a major focus of the
qualitative work in 2010.
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3.3.4. Participation through Angling-Related Travel
Occasionally anglers need to travel considerable distances away from home in order to
access preferred angling locations or attend angling events such as meetings, competitions
or trade shows. Where this travel involves overnight stays, host communities stand to
receive economic benefits from expenditure on accommodation, food, transportation and
other goods and services.
Table 3: Cross-tabulation of Angling-Related Travel with Type of Angling (n=2392)
Answer Options

Coarse
Angling

Game
Angling

Sea
Angling

Total
Response
Count (%)

Count (%)

Count (%)

Count(%)

Yes

781 (55%)

416 (68%)

214 (60%)

1411 (59%)

No
Answered question

641 (45%)
1422

196 (32%)
612

144 (40%)
358

981 (41%)
2392

The data appearing in Table 3 (above) shows frequency counts and proportions for the total
number of coarse, sea and game angling respondents that, in the last 12 months, took
overnight trips more than 25 miles away from their place of residence for angling-related
reasons. Almost 60% of the sample said they had taken such trips, with game angling
respondents making this sort of travel slightly more often (68%) when compared to sea
angling (60%) and coarse angling (55%) respondents. This finding will be further scrutinised
as part of the angler interviews to be conducted in 2010 – in particular, attention will be
directed to exploring how angling is a means by which people develop attachments to
landscapes and environments, and how they contribute to local economies.
3.4. The Social Organisation of Angling Participation
3.4.1. Angling Companionship
Table 4 is a cross-tabulation of type of angling with the most common social configuration of
participation (i.e. who people tend to go angling with). The results in the table suggest very
little difference in social preference across the three types of angling (coarse/game/sea).
“Friends” recorded the greatest number of responses, representing approximately 30% of all
responses for coarse, game and sea angling respectively. “No-one” (i.e. the respondent
goes fishing alone) recorded the second highest number of responses and constituted
between 20-24% of total responses for each type of angling.
Two social group categories, tour groups and guides/ghillies, featured small differences
based on the type of angling in question. Sea angling respondents indicated they went
angling with members of a tour group (probably a charter boat tour) more frequently than
game or coarse angling respondents (5% compared to 1%). Likewise, game angling
respondents indicated they went angling with a guide or ghillie more often than coarse or
sea angling respondents (5% compared to 1%). Both results are not surprising given that
charter boat trips are an important feature of sea angling-related tourism (the turnover of
charter boats and boat-based mackerel trips in the south west of England was estimated to
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be £7.7 million in a 2005 study of sea angling7), and that the services of a guide or ghillie are
traditionally associated with fly fishing on rivers, lakes and lochs.
The Angling in the Rural Environment (AIRE) research project8, coordinated by Newcastle,
Durham and Hull Universities and based around angling in the Swale and Ure catchments,
reported that a degree of sociability exists within angling participation which contrasts
sharply with the public perception of angling as an individual, isolated activity. Furthermore,
based on the personal fieldwork observations of the Substance research team this year, a
typical angling experience may in fact accommodate both of these situations, shifting from
highly social to intensely personal moments in a fluid fashion or in response to specific
contexts.
For example, during a National Fishing Week event one of the Substance research staff
observed a group of young boys fishing from a beach. Despite the boys being asked to fish
in pairs and given stands that held two rods, several boys took their rod from the stand and
then wandered 10 or so metres
away from their partner in order
to fish alone. The boys who did
this seemed content to be on
their own, constantly looking out
to sea, watching their line.
However, when a fish was
caught and brought to shore it
transformed what was a solitary
experience into a highly social
moment. Other group members
rushed over to look at the fish,
congratulate their friend, laugh,
joke and share in the excitement.
Observing this behaviour, and
reflecting on anecdotes (such as
those told by Chris Yates in How
To Fish, where adult anglers fish
a river separately but re-unite
several hours later to share
stories over a cup of tea by the
river), facilitates an appreciation
of how a single angling excursion
could provide participants with
both
personal
and
social
benefits.

7

Nautilus Consultants (2005) The Motivation, Demographics and Views of South West Recreational Sea Anglers and their
Socio-economic Impact on the Region. A report commissioned by Invest in Fish South West.
8
Wheelock, J, Oughton, E. and Whitman, G. (2009) Well Being and the Values of Angling, poster paper, Angling in the Rural
th
Environment, Dissemination Conference, York, May 27 2009.
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Table 4: Cross-tabulation of Preferred Social Group with Type of Angling (n=2392)
Coarse
Angling

Game
Angling

Sea
Angling

*

Count (%)

Count (%)

1015 (30%)

450 (31%)

272 (31%)

1737 (73%)

609 (18%)

223 (15%)

156 (18%)

988 (41%)

216 (6%)

73 (5%)

62 (7%)

351 (15%)

587 (17%)

205(14%)

131 (15%)

923 (39%)

817 (24%)

335 (23%)

172 (20%)

1324 (55%)

23 (1%)

15 (1%)

44 (5%)

82 (3%)

40 (1%)

14 (1%)

7 (1%)

61 (3%)

19 (1%)

22 (2%)

3 (0%)

44 (2%)

23 (1%)

73 (5%)

8 (1%)

104 (4%)

51 (2%)

48 (3%)

11 (1%)

110 (5%)

1458

866

Social Group

Count (% )

Total Response
#
Count (%)

Friends
Immediate family members
Extended family members
Angling club members
No-one
Fellow tour group members
Members of learn-to-fish programmes
An angling coach
A ghillie or guide
Other
Category Total

3400

#

This percentage is the cell count expressed as a proportion of the total number of respondents who
answered both questions (i.e. 2392).
* This percentage is the cell count expressed as a proportion of the category total, where the category
st
nd
rd
total represents all the 1 , 2 and 3 rated responses received.

3.4.2. Angling Club Membership
Almost three-quarters of 2,329 respondents indicated they were current members of an
angling club. As Table 5 demonstrates, club membership was more prevalent amongst
coarse and game angling respondents, with proportions of 79.9% and 71.4% respectively.
Sea angling respondents were less likely to be a member of a club, with under 50%
indicating they were current club members.
Table 5: Cross-tabulation of Angling Club Membership with Type of Angling (n=2329)
Current Member
of Angling Club?

Coarse
Angling

Game
Angling

Sea
Angling

Total Response
Count (%)

Count (%)

Count (%)

Count (%)

Yes

1106 (79.9%)

430 (71.4%)

168 (49%)

1704 (73.2%)

No

278 (20.1%)

172 (28.6%)

175 (51%)

625 (26.8%)

Whilst the data does not afford any historical perspective of club membership (as a means of
discerning trends in aggregate membership numbers), it does suggest that club membership
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is significant component of angling participation. With this mind, it would appear angling in
the UK does not support the arguments put forward by Robert Putnam (1995) in the USA.
Putnam’s Bowling Alone9 thesis linked the declining social capital of individuals in the USA
with a drift away from individual membership in social organisations. Indeed, if membership
of angling clubs is considered in conjunction with membership of other organisations (see
Tables 8 and 9), it could be argued the sample of anglers who completed a questionnaire
embody an opposite position to Putnam’s thesis.
Table 6 is a cross-tabulation of coarse, game and sea angling respondents with the reasons
why they have joined, or would consider joining, an angling club. The data in the table show
that the most popular reason to join a club for coarse and game angling respondents was to
gain the right to fish waters (93% and 87% of responses by coarse and game angling
respondents). This reason was not as popular amongst sea angling respondents (55%),
seemingly because rights to access the sea tend to be a public rather than privately-owned
entitlement. The most popular reason for joining a club cited by sea angling respondents
was “to be around like-minded individuals” (67%), although this reason was also popular
amongst coarse (62%) and game (60%) angling respondents.
Table 6: Cross-tabulation of Reasons to Join an Angling Club with Type of Angling (n=2329)
Reasons to Join a Club

Coarse
Angling

Game
Angling

Sea Angling

Total Response

Count (%)

Count (%)

Count (%)

Count (%)

1284 (93%)

521 (87%)

189 (55%)

1994 (86%)

410 (30%)

90 (15%)

136 (40%)

636 (27%)

279 (20%)

158 (26%)

141 (41%)

578 (25%)

855 (62%)

360 (60%)

229 (67%)

1444 (62%)

353 (26%)

224 (37%)

84 (24%)

661 (28%)

203 (15%)

118 (20%)

65 (19%)

386 (17%)

167 (12%)

54 (9%)

53 (15%)

274 (12%)

49 (4%)

25 (4%)

25 (7%)

99 (4%)

To gain access to fishing
To have opportunities for competition
To have opportunities for training and learning

To be around like-minded individuals
To participate in environmental initiatives
To be part of the local community
To be part of an organisation that caters for children/families
Other reason not listed
skipped question

63

There were three noticeable differences between coarse, game and sea angling
respondents in Table 6:
i.

9

A smaller proportion of game angling respondents cited opportunities for competition
as a reason for joining a club (15%) compared to coarse (30%) or sea angling (40%)
respondents;

Putnam, R.D (1995) Bowling Alone: America’s Declining Social Capital, Journal of Democracy, 6:1, pp.65-78.
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ii.

iii.

A higher proportion of sea angling respondents viewed club membership as an
opportunity for training and learning (41%) than coarse (20%) or game (26%) angling
respondents; and
A higher proportion of game angling respondents had joined a club to participate in
environmental initiatives (37%) compared to coarse (26%) or sea (24%) angling
respondents.

Ninety-nine respondents chose the “Other reason not listed” category and were requested to
describe the reason in their own words. In total, 116 responses were collected, meaning at
least 17 respondents supplied a comment without needing to do so. The 12 most-frequently
occurring themes from analysis of the responses have been summarised as a word cloud;
see Figure 4 below. It should be noted that 14 responses were coded with 2 themes while a
further 3 responses were coded with 3 themes.
“Negative opinion” was easily the most frequently-occurring theme, representing 23
responses. The negative comments made by respondents varied from carefully reasoned
arguments as to why they are not club members, through to uncomplicated statements of
dislike. The themes “value for money” (9 responses) and “variety of waters” (7 responses)
were the next most-frequently appearing themes. Full-text examples of responses, and the
themes they represent, appear immediately after Figure 4.
Figure 4: Word Cloud of Other Reasons for Joining an Angling Club

Count of themes appearing: Negative opinion (23), Value for money (9), Variety of waters (7) ... Pleasure (3).

My club provides a large number and variety of waters at a very reasonable cost.
The value is far more economic and varied within my immediate locality than if I
used commercial fisheries or day ticket venues.
(65-year old male; Themes: Value for money, Variety of waters)

Would never, ever, consider joining such a bunch of dickheads, thank you.
(No details given; Theme: Negative opinion)
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I would never join a club as this would not accommodate my fishing style. As far as I'm
concerned I wish that all the clubs be dissolved and everything [should] be on day ticket
basis. Some of the fees for such clubs are extortionate.
(24-year old male; Theme: Negative opinion)

Many public venues are poorly supervised and inappropriate behaviour follows: [Club]
membership promotes care & responsibility!
(68-year old male; Theme: Avoid certain people)
To provide my skills as a Coach/Instructor for the benefit of others needing assistance.
(61-year old male; Theme: Educate others)
As a committee member, to give something back to a sport that has given me so much
enjoyment.
(63-year old male; Theme: Give something back)

To have a regular venue to enjoy peace & nature.
(61-year old male; Theme: Experience wildlife/environment)

Safety aspects at certain venues/times of year.
(64-year old male; Theme: Safety)

3.4.3. Affiliations with Angling-Related Organisations
Of the six angling-related organisations listed in the questionnaire (shown in Table 7), the
Angling Trust recorded the highest number of members (n=1050). The high representation
of Angling Trust members in the sample can be linked to the strong promotion of the
questionnaire by the Angling Trust (as detailed earlier in Section 3.1) –therefore the results
are by no means a perfect representation of the angling constituency as it exists in the UK. It
is anticipated that a wider cross-section of anglers will be surveyed as part of the site and
initiative-based qualitative work to be undertaken in 2010 (see Section 1.5 of this report)
which will provide a counterpoint to this.
Table 7: Cross-tabulation of Angling-Related Organisation Membership with Type of Angling
(n=2329)
Angling-Related Organisation

Angling Trust

Coarse Angling

Game Angling

Sea Angling

Count(%)

Count (%)

Count (%)

Total Response
Count (%)

688 (49.7%)

248 (41.2%)

114 (33.2%)

1050 (45%)

Salmon & Trout Association

10 (0.7%)

154 (25.6%)

5 (1.5%)

169 (7%)

Scottish Anglers National Association

2 (0.1%)

28 (4.7%)

0 (0%)

30 (1%)

Scottish Federation for Coarse Angling

8 (0.6%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

8 (0%)

Scottish Federation of Sea Anglers

2 (0.1%)

0 (0%)

5 (1.5%)

7 (0%)

The Wild Trout Trust

10 (0.7%)

101 (16.8%)

3 (0.9%)

114 (5%)

Other angling-related organisation(s)*

195 (14.1%)

122 (20.3%)

55 (16%)

372 (16%)

Not a member of any of these organisations

608 (43.9%)

214 (35.5%)

197 (57.4%)

1019 (44%)
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Coarse and game angling respondents were better represented in terms of Angling Trust
membership (49.7% and 41.2% respectively) than sea angling respondents (33.2%). The
next highest response category after the Angling Trust was “not a member of any of these
organisations”, with 1019 responses. Sea angling respondents recorded the highest
proportion of ‘non-members’ in the sample, at 57.4% (197 of 379).
A large number of respondents (n=372) were members of angling-related organisations not
listed in the question (see the “Other angling-related organisation(s)” category in Table 7).
These respondents were given the opportunity to provide the name of the angling
organisation(s). In total, 402 responses were analysed (30 respondents commented with
actually being required to).
Two hundred and twenty-four unique organisations were identified from the responses. If all
the local, regional or national angling clubs named by respondents are excluded (none of
which were intended to be collected by the question10), some 138 organisations remain.
Table 8 classifies the organisations according to common purposes or foci. It demonstrates
the extent of involvement in social organisations associated with respondents from the
sample, and the variety of interests and community responsibilities the organisations
represent.
Organisations with more than 20 references by members were species-focused groups such
as the Bass Angler Sportfishing Society (n=22), Barbel Society (n=23), English Carp
Heritage Organisations (n=22) and Grayling Society (n=26).
Table 8: Organisations Grouped According to Type
Type of Organisation

Count of
Memberships (n)

Species-focused organisations

195

Angling clubs and associations

119

Conservation groups

82

Policy or consultancy groups

37

Fisheries and fishery associations

32

Education and training groups

20

Miscellaneous responses

12

Internet-based groups

9

Fly tying or Fly dressing

9

Trade organisations

5

Boat-based fishing groups

3

Disabled groups

3

Not a member of any organisation

3

Armed forces clubs

2

Women's clubs

1

Total Count of Membership
References

535

10

The listing of angling clubs by respondents can be attributed to the lack of clear instructions in the question. The question
was designed to collect information about membership of angling-related organisations not angling clubs; however, this
specification was not clearly explained to respondents.
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